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Photo: JProveyA A quick and easy way to refresh the look of your shower is to install a new shower valve finish. If your finish resembles mine on the day I took up this project, then it's either clearly outdated or completely corrosive, or both. Fortunately, of all the countless projects you can do in the bathroom, this is one that you don't need a plumber for.
Before you startThe very first step is to determine what type of shower valve you have. Identification can be visible on the valve. If not, try searching for images online. Since the majority of older valves were made only by a handful of companies, you probably don't sift through many results before opening the match. When buying a new trim kit, it is important
to buy one whose mounting holes are in the same position as the holes that are in the existing trim. Some trim sets have mounting holes at 5:00 and 7:00. Others have them at 2:00 and 7:00. The packaging kit helpfully lists what type of valve trim was designed to fit. As the shower valve set TrimInstalling valve trim is a task simple enough that presumably if
everything goes according to plan, of course you could finish the job before you start the morning shower procedure. Even starting a do-it-yourself should have no problem with the step-by-step instructions that follow. Photo JProveySTEP 1Soult the screws by holding the shower control handle in place and then proceed to remove the handle itself. Photo:
JProveySTEP 2Place your new trim plate over the valve. The mine came with a rubber pad; Others may call for plumbing in putty or plugging. Photo: JProveySTEP 3Screw trim the plate in position using screws supplied in the kit. Photo: JProveySTEP 4If you fit your valve, install a diver, that is, a mechanism that directs water from the plumbing lines in the
shower. Photo: JProveySTEP 5Clip diver keeping the ring in place if necessary. As the ring in my kit seemed prone to popping up, I used some glue to plug in to secure it. Photo: JProveySTEP 6The now install valve stem cover (s). Photo: JProveySTEP 7Step supplied the O-ring for fixing the stem cover (s). Photo: JProveySTEP 8Finally, screw in new control
handle. It took me ten minutes to install a shower trim kit. Removing the old finish? Well, it took me an hour. Inexplicably, it was fitted with drywall screws. Oh, the joys of home improvement! When the water is constantly drooling out of the shower, the problem is caused by the shower valve. A leaky shower faucet or shower can be both annoying and
expensive. Aside from the annoying drip, drip, drip, leaky shower faucet (valve) can waste hundreds of gallons of water each week. And Even worse, a leak on the side of the hot water shower valve can waste significant energy because the water heater has to constantly work to warm the water time time Unnecessarily. One reader whose home was fitted
with an electric water heater complained that his leaking shower valve caused his electricity bill to triple. Even more concerning is the shower valve that flows inside the wall. Over time, water dribbling into the wall can cause dry rot, mold, and structural problems that can be both dangerous and very expensive to repair. What causes a leaking shower faucet
or shower head drip? When water drips or drizzles from the shower, there is a problem with the shower faucet (valve). In most cases, internal seals are worn, or parts become corrosion or clogged with solid water deposits. Both rubber O-rings and pads that seal the bond between moving metal parts wear out with time and use. When they do, water injects or
drips out. For more information, please see how shower works.Advice for fixing Leaky Shower FaucetsIf you turn off the shower faucet and the water keeps dribbling out the shower, a natural instinct to crank the handle shut as hard as you can. Unfortunately, this can only make the situation worse. Make sure the faucet handle has turned all the way away,
but don't over-tighten it! This can damage the valve. When working on shower faucets, place the rags in the bath or shower under the taps and over the drain to protect the surfaces and prevent small parts from falling into the drain. Before you open the shower valve, turn off the water supply. In some homes, the disconnected valve is located in the bathroom,
next to the shower, or in the basement. If you can't find a shower to turn off the valves, turn off the water supply to the whole house. For more information about this, see How to turn off the water supply. Read all the instructions and there are tools and materials that you need easily on hand to minimize the time your home water will be off and alert your
family. After the water outage in the house, faucets and water intakes will not work, but each toilet will have one flush. Once you have turned off the water supply, open the bathroom sink faucet to drain water from nearby pipes. There are many types of shower faucet valves. The methods of fixing the leak will depend on the type of shower valve. In the
articles listed below, you'll find step-by-step instructions for fixing the main brands of shower faucets. Find pre-screened plumbers next to YouGet Free Deals Now! How to fix the leak of the two-handle shower faucetA shower valve, which is operated by two tap handles-one hot and one cold, is usually a compression faucet, as discussed in the article How
compression Tap Works. Leaks in the compression mixer usually occur when a rubber seal or washer wears out over time, allowing seeping between the movable metal parts. Fixing the compression of the shower faucet involves disassembling the disassembly units and replacements of defective pucks and seals. It is important to turn off the water supply to
the shower, as well as protect the surface of the bath or shower and cover the sewer. Buy a set of washing faucet washers, so you'll have the necessary replacement O-rings and washers at hand. Browse the faucet washers on Amazon.First, feel the water flowing from the bath spout or shower. If it is warm, you know that the leak comes from the hot water
valve. If the water has been dripping for a while and it is cold, the leak probably comes from a cold water valve.1 Start by removing the faucet with a handle. The methods for this will depend on the design of the crane. Old or just designed faucets often have an open screw in front and center or lock screw to the side. New and more decorative models of
faucets hide the screw under the lid cover. With these, you need to tear out the lid to expose the screw. If your faucet handle is type with a lid cover and there is no obvious removal method, use a very thin screwdriver or penk knife to snatch the lid. Be careful not to scratch the finish or damage the material.2 Once you have removed the lid of the lid, use a
screwdriver to unscrew the screw lock by turning it counterclockwise. Remove it and set aside. Then wiggle and pull on the handle to extract it from the body tap. This can be hard to do. You can buy a pulley faucet, or improvise with a screwdriver, as shown in the video below. Find the pulley faucet on Amazon.3 After removing the handle, remove the trim
and sleeve that fits over the stem tap. You will need a deep plumbing socket, as shown in the video, to extract the stem faucet from the body valve (you can find an inexpensive kit online). Fit it on the hexagonal nut stalk and turn it counterclockwise to unscrew the assembly. First, you may need to apply significant force to break it for free. Unscrew the stem
faucet and pull it out of the body.4Replace valve all the faucet faucets, O-rings, seals, and a flat washer at the end of the stem (remove the screw to replace the puck).5 Then cancel the procedure to replace the faucet stem in the valve case. Before you put it in, grease the strands with a lubricant plumbing. Tighten it into the valve case. Temporarily turn on the
handle, turn on the water supply and check the valve. Then finish the assembly. Finally, seal the trim to the wall with a bathroom plug. Shop for a bath shut up online. How to fix a leaked Delta Shower FaucetIf your shower has a leaky Delta shower faucet, here's how to stop the leak. Before you start, please read the information called Advice on Fixing Leak
Shower Faucets above. Turn off the water supply to the shower and protect the surface of the bath or shower. Also, cover the drain, so you don't accidentally drop the small parts down. Buy Delta replacement cartridge on Amazon so have the necessary replacement at hand. Here's a video that shows this process: 1 Remove the lid of the lid that hides the
screw holding the handle, then unscrew the handle and pull it out.2 Remove the two screws that hold the escutcheon trim plate in place and then pull the tchescueon plate away from the wall, exposing the hole in the wall around the valve.3 Slide off the outer sleeve (sometimes called a foot tube) then remove the latguind hood with a pair of flaps. Turning it
counterclockwise.4 Remove the old cartridge by removing the plastic lid, then grabbing and wiggle the cartridge until it is loose enough to take off. Feel inside the valve area for any sediment or loose particles, and clean with rag.5 then insert a new cartridge. Note that one side of the cartridge is marked as hot and should be spread on the side of hot water
(usually on the left). Push it firmly in place. If necessary, adjust the rotation restriction stop, according to the manufacturer's instructions that come with replacing the cartridge.6 Put the brass hood back on the valve and rotate it clockwise to tighten it. Make sure the threads grip properly. Hand tighten and then use the lock jaw pliers to snug it down. Clean the
wall where the escutcheon plate goes and then put the outer sleeve back on the cartridge and press it into place. Replace the escutcheon plate and handle.7Turn water supply back and, if all works fine, plug the perimeter plate escutcheon with a tub to seal it against the wall. Find pre-screened plumbers next to YouGet Free Deals Now! How to fix the leak
price of Pfister Shower FaucetAs when working on other types of shower valves, start by disabling the water supply and protecting the bath and draining with rags. Ideally, your shower plumbing will have a local water valve that you can disable (similar to the valve under the sink) that is available through a removable panel. In most cases, there is no one, so
you will need to disable the main valve for the whole house. Open a nearby faucet to clear the shower pipes. Before you start, please read the information called Advice on Fixing Leak Shower Faucets above. If your defective shower valve is made by Price Pfister, you'll be happy to know that they are behind their products with a strong warranty. If you can
prove that you bought their valve after 1997, they will send you free parts. It's definitely worth calling their 800 number at 1-800-732-8238. You can also buy a replacement valve on the Amazon.1 Pry decorative buttons from the end of the shower stem to expose the screw that provides the handle assembly. Use a Phillips screwdriver to remove the screw,
turning it counterclockwise. Then remove the handle Next, unscrew the threaded sleeve, turning it counterclockwise, and remove it from it escutcheon trim plate. If the escueon finish comes to the wall, use a sharp knife to cut the seal. Be careful not to scratch the surface. Remove the plate from the wall.3 To remove the cartridge, unscrew the four screws that
hold the eared mounting flank. Again, rotate them counterclockwise to remove them. Reach and pull the plastic cartridge out of the valve. Make sure the rubber O-rings come out with a cartridge.4 Use a rag and, if necessary, steel wool to clean the inner surfaces of the valve. Then replace the old plastic cartridge with a new one, and replace the threaded
piece and flange.5 Make sure the rubber pad will be printed properly. To disloyd it in such a way that the orientation is properly aligned. Use a metal ring and four screws to secure it. When it is dense, turn the water back on and check for leaks. If you don't find any leaks, plug around the perimeter finish, then replace the escutcheon with a trim and handle.
Here's a very useful video that shows this process. As you fix Leaky Moen Shower FaucetBefore start replacing the shower valve, read information called Tips on fixing leaking shower faucets above. Turn off the water supply to the shower and protect the surface of the bath or shower. Also cover the drain to prevent small parts from accidentally falling down
it. Buy the Moen replacement cartridge on Amazon and have it on hand.1 Pry from the plastic lid at the top of the control valve and then remove the screw in the center of the handle using a Phillips screwdriver. Unscrew two screws that provide a escutcheon plate and pull the plate away from the wall. Gently peep it with a flat screwdriver blade if necessary.
Be careful not to scratch the finish.2 Pull the stop tube straight by sliding it off the cartridge. Using a pair of pliers, pull the U-shaped clip locker cartridge from the body valve. Slide a small washer-space from the shaft and set it aside using clip.3 White plastic nut tool to be packed with a new cartridge. Slip this plastic nut tool over the shaft so that it is
intertwined with the cartridge. Then turn it back and forth with pliers to free the cartridge from the body valve. Remove the nut and then use pliers to grab the stem of the cartridge and pull it straight out of the body.4 press the new replacement cartridge directly into the valve case until it places. Slide the plastic nut tool onto the cartridge and orient the cartridge
so that its ears are at the top and bottom of the body valve. Slide the U-shaped clamp of the retainer back into the valve body until it snaps into place. If the fixer clip does not click into place correctly, the cartridge does not sit properly in the valve body-adjust it with a plastic tool. Now turn the water back on. Temporarily mount the crane handle on the shaft.
Holding a bucket bucket shower, turn on the hot water to make sure the hot water is running. If the water is not hot, you need to adjust the cartridge with the plastic nut tool and check again until you get the hot water.6 Put the small washer spacer back on the shaft. Slide the stop tube back to the valve case. Replace the escutcheon plate and wrap it with two
screws, turning them clockwise to a cozy place. Put the plastic handle back, screw it in place, and secure the lid of the plate over the screw. This useful video guides you through this process from start to finish: NEXT SEE: Low Stream Shower Head Buying Guide How to Replace shower head Soul Buying Guide Shower Door Shopping GuideFeatured
Resources: Get pre-screened local plumber ProCall for free ratings from pros now! 1-866-342-3263 How to repair the leaking shower faucet valve was last changed: August 23, 2020 Don Vanderworth, HomeTips © 1997 to 2020 2020
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